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Project EDMOND
(Estimating Demand from Mobile Network Data)

Developed to provide new insight and to 

improve travel prediction models
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Oyster is excellent for monitoring, but….
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LTDS household survey is excellent for attributes, but…
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Data assembly and imputation



Using the mast and wifi networks



Annoymised
Aggregated Anonymised

Disclosure control



Identify travel
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Determine ‘points of interest’



Determine journey purpose



Implying the travel mode is a bit more involved!
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Following movement - Eurostar

PT 0.9463

CAR 0.0475

TAXI 0.0000

PHV 0.0037

LGV 0.0019

HGV 0.0005

CYCLE 0.0000

WALK 0.0000

TOTAL 1.0000

Example User 

Journey

1

Mode in Diary         

(in no order)

/ walk/ 

nr / phv 

Wi-Fi Journey     

(1 / 0 )

0

Via Points (JOI) 65

Transit RMS 1 0.904

RCS 1.000

Data from opted-in sample



Following movement - Car

Example User 

Journey

5

Mode in Diary         

(in no order)

/ car 

Wi-Fi Journey     

(1 / 0 )

0

Via Points (JOI) 56

Transit RMS 1 0.168

RCS 0.506

PT 0.0755

CAR 0.8813

TAXI 0.0000

PHV 0.0118

LGV 0.0204

HGV 0.0093

CYCLE 0.0000

WALK 0.0016

TOTAL 1.0000

Data from opted-in sample



Following movement – Underground (wifi)

Example User 

Journey

12

Mode in Diary         

(in no order)

/ walk/ 

lu 

Wi-Fi Journey     

(1 / 0 )

1

Via Points (JOI) 5

Transit RMS 1 0.758

RCS 0.299

PT 1.0000

CAR 0.0000

TAXI 0.0000

PHV 0.0000

LGV 0.0000

HGV 0.0000

CYCLE 0.0000

WALK 0.0000

TOTAL 1.0000

Data from opted-in sample



Blending with other sources

Mobile Data Other Data

Data Fusion

Missing 

Short Trips
Missing 

travel by 

non-

Londoners



Some novel insights



What is peak hour in London? 
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Weekend behaviour
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Private hire taxis in the evening



International roamers is a new resource
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Inbound roamers trips and dwell



How good is the data?



Strengths
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• Full picture of phone movements 
• Identifies linked trips
• Accurate times of trips
• Minute by minute; night and day

• Multiple days for each phone
• Including weekends

• Up to date and refreshable



Weaknesses
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• Questions about bias
• Location precision issues (cell size)
• Loses short trips
• Household membership is not known
• Can only impute basic journey purposes
• Some modes (e.g. road users) hard to 

determine



Concerns about bias
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• Representative of all phone 
companies?

• Representative of the population?
• Typical of travellers?
So…
• Enhanced from other data sources 

(surveys and models)
• Metadata required for all data used
• Two special surveys conducted



Metadata example
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Data Source Census Journey to Work Tables 
Brief description 2011 population Census output on a matrix basis containing work 

journeys from home to usual workplace by usual mode of travel. 

Formally Location of usual residence and place of work by method of travel to 
work 

Provenance – who created it, maintains it, owns it Created and owned by the Office for National Statistics as an output 

of the population Census. 

Availability and transparency of reports or metadata Open data. Well documented on public resources 

Features of collection and processing High quality survey and statistical procedures adopted. Extensive 

disclosure control has reduced the value of the dataset relative to 

previous Censuses, particularly regarding levels of spatial detail. 

Definitional issues and suitability Definitional issues are a major problem for use of this data.  The 
Census asked two related questions, “What is your usual place of 

work?” and “What is your usual method of travel to that workplace?”  

The mode (method) is that used for the longest part of the journey. It 

is easy to see that this will give results that can be quite different to 

that observed in a survey on any specific day or implied in a model of 

a typical day’s travel.  Many employees do not go to the same place 

every day or by the same mode.  Some will be off ill or on holiday or 

absent for some other reason.  The Census data is very good data but 
tends to overstate a typical day’s work trips and main modes, 

particularly in areas of employment concentration where most 

transport problems are focused. 

How representative of the population Covers the complete population that was captured in the Census 

Known or suspected error or bias and if treated Limited response error and bias as documented in ONS literature. 

Corrected by adjustments and imputation 

Coverage – the geographic extent of the data All of England and Wales with equivalent data in the rest of the UK 

Spatial resolution Available on a LA District matrix level with relatively little disclosure 

control and at finer resolution (e.g. MSOA or OA) with less person 
information and substantial blurring 

Date of source and any adjustment to common date March 2011. No updates 

Suitability statement for transport modelling The DfT sponsored development of a national set of matrices from 
the 2001 Census tables and later, when the definitional issues were 

pointed out, arranged for some factoring for the main inconsistencies.  

But it remains the case that this data should be used cautiously since it 
is not wholly compatible with the requirements of transport models to 

relate to movements in an average day.  Furthermore, in the 2011 
Census (with data already over five years old as we write in 2017), 

there has been much greater disclosure control applied to the tables to 

deal with confidentiality issues and the information now has less 
content and spatial detail available than in the 2001 Census.  It can be 

used in transport modelling applications with selective adjustment for 

its limitations but is of dubious value. 

Author of this metadata Hugh Neffendorf, Katalysis Limited   hneffendorf@katalysis.com  

Usefulness for EDMOND This is of limited use to validate work journeys since the definition of 

a trip is different from that collected in surveys or reflected in the 
models. It is also now quite old data. 

 



Opt-in user survey



Opt-in user survey
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• 254 recruited O2 ‘permission’ 
customers - anonymised
• Some ‘trusted’ users

• Tracked in December and January
• Surveyed their journeys for one 

week (self completion)
• 2609 journeys recorded











Correct home locations?
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Trip inconsistency
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Data from opted-in sample



Trip inconsistency
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Data from opted-in sample
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Journey Matching – more diary trips than MND

MND journey 
matched to this 

diary trip

2 diary trips, one MND

Data from opted-in sample



Confirmed mode – public transport
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Data from opted-in sample



Doubt about mode
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Data from opted-in sample



Commercial in Confidence41

Wrong mode

Example User 

Journey

3

Mode in Diary         

(in no order)

/ cycle 

Wi-Fi Journey     

(1 / 0 )

0

Via Points (JOI) 300

Transit RMS 1 0.382

RCS 0.601

PT 0.8993

CAR 0.0348

TAXI 0.0020

PHV 0.0016

LGV 0.0008

HGV 0.0003

CYCLE 0.0612

WALK 0.0001

TOTAL 1.0000

Best RE route = cycling route

Data from opted-in sample



Commercial in Confidence42

Largely correct mode

PT 1.0000

CAR 0.0000

TAXI 0.0000

PHV 0.0000

LGV 0.0000

HGV 0.0000

CYCLE 0.0000

WALK 0.0000

TOTAL 1.0000

Example User 

Journey

28

Mode in Diary         

(in no order)

/ lu / 

car 

Wi-Fi Journey     

(1 / 0 )

1

Via Points (JOI) 261

Transit RMS 1 0.429

RCS 0.762
Best RE route = Park and ride!

Data from opted-in sample



Opt-in findings
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• More phones might be inactive during 
travel than we thought

• Home location estimation is reasonably 
reliable (more days improves quality)

• Work trips well detected
• Other trips had more issues
• Modes fairly well identified (major modes)
• Valuable survey for validation confidence 

and to focus enhancements



Household interviews



London Travel Demand Survey questions
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Extra questions added (8000 households/year)
• Types of phones owned
• MND customer demographic profiles
• How similar are customers between 

mobile network operators?
• How are phones used during travel?
• Travel characteristics of phone users

Preliminary analysis of unweighted data



Dominant phone types in London
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Android/ 
Google

43%
Apple/ iOS

49%

Blackberry
<1%

Microsoft/ 
Windows

2%

Other
6%

Smart phone
90%

Non-smart 
phone
10%



Network shares in London
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Telefonica
27%

EE
28%

Three
13%

Virgin
5%

Vodafone
14%

Other
6%

Don't know
6%



Phone on when travelling?
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No phone
14%

Always on, carry 
everywhere

71%

Almost always with 
me, turned off from 

time to time
11%

Sometimes with me, 
but turn it off for 
extended periods

2%

Rarely carry phone 
when travelling

<1%

Only turn on to make 
call
1% Do not/rarely use 

phone
1%



Networks by age group
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Networks by gender
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Networks by income group
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Mode usage by networks
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Trip lengths by networks
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LTDS findings
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More analysis to be done, but….
• Telefonica is about 27% of the market in 

London (≈30% nationally)
• Smartphone penetration is high
• There is some scope for bias correction, 

but user characteristics by networks 
seem fairly uniform



Conclusions



Mobile data as a resource
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• Potentially hugely useful
• Many unique attributes
• Relatively dumb data (like most ‘big’ 

data)
• Must be vigilant about bias
• Urban scene is hardest
• Must involve other sources
• Smart imputation is key
• Will get better with more 4G, wifi, etc.


